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We will prove results about the linear and algebraic haracteristic sets of a large class of 
representable matroids. 
If A is a (0, I)-matrix and M,,(A) is the matroid given by the linear degcadence of the matrix 
[I, A] over a field of p elements, then under a fairly general hypothesis on A we can prove that: 
x(&,(A)) = (4 : M,(A) = &WI and xdgW&W E @I : 444 3 M@k 
where x(&f) (X&M)) denotes the set of characteristics of the fields over which M is linearly 
(respectively algebraically) representable, and where M’(A) B M,(A) means that every circuit 
of M,(A) contains a circuit of M,(A). 
OB 
If M is a matroid we denote by x(M) the linear churacteristic set of M which is 
the set of all numbers p for which has a linear representation over some field of 
characteristic p. Let x~~(M) be the algebraic characteristic set of M which is the 
set of all numbers p for which M has an a.,, r-hraic representation over some field 
of characteristic p. We use x&V) to denote the set of all numbers p such that M 
has a linear representation over the prime field with characteristic p. For more 
details see Welsh [13]. 
In [IO] Piff showed that ~~,&l4) I> x(M) for every matroid 
Suppose that A = (ai&,,, is a matrix with all C.Q integers and Lt cl, . . . , c, be 
linearly independent vectors in a vector space V over a field F of characteristic p.
Put 
CW-i = al&l+ - l - + a,,c,. 
(A) be the matroid over {q, . . . , c,,+,} induced by linear independence 
over 8’. For some A’ we will prove results about x(&$,(A)) and xalg( 
genera!ize results of Iindstrijm [ti] j Lazarson [S] and 
these results we need to evaluate some 
prove some general results about the minors of A. In Sectio 
special cases. 
For derivations we will use the sa 
is an extension of the field k t 
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derivations of Z, over k. For each z in L we define a linear functional dz by 
Further details about derivations can be found in the book of Zariski and Samuel 
[Id], for example. 
In Section 3 we use examples of matroids given by Gordon in [2] and Brylawski 
in [l] to show that the number of excluded minors for algebraic representation 
over any field is infinite and to give examples of matroids with nonsingleton 
algebraic characteristic sets which are finite. 
During this section we will suppose that A = (u~)~~,,, is a matrix all of whose 
elements are equal to 0 or 1. We set: 
Ai={j:aji#O} and Ai=U(AifIAj:jCi). 
Let V be a vector space over a fieid F. A set of vectors ul, . . . , u,, wl, . . . , w, 
of V is said to be a (V, F)-system if ul, . . . ) V, are linearly independent and there 
are elements aji, @ij, & and /3$ of F such that: 
wj = 2 ajiVj9 fori=l,...,m, (1) 
j=Ai 
and when Ai f~ Aj + BI, 
with @ii or flh non-zero. A system is a (V, F)-system for some vector space V over 
some field F. 
Observe that whenf is a linear representation for M’(A), then 
f(c1)9 ’ - l 9 fhJ, fhz+1)9 l - * P f(Cn+m) 
and i s algebraic over a field k, then we can find an algebraic 
ion f ) over k such that 
df(cr), . . . 9 Wn), dfk,,), . . . , df(cn+,) 
is a system. 
(V, F)-system is said to be soluble if for each i there are non-zero elements ni 
a Bi Of F such that: 
, fori- ,..., n, (3) 
, (4) 
8 
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wi’= z v;, fori=l,...,m. 
jEAi 
(9 
Observe that when a system is solubie, then 
f(G) = Vi3 i=I n, ,o l l , 
f(Cn+i)= w, i = 1,. . . ,172 
is a linear representation over F of M’(A), where p is the characteristic of F. 
If ati # 0 for some 1 E Ai fI A,, then 
Lyir = -@~$~‘~~i, for every j E Ai n A,. 
In portic~lar, # aji is constant for every j in Ai n A,, then ~bi s constant for every j
in Ai n A,. 
of. From (1) and (2) we get 
E (Birajr + @r))vi + z (Bbaji + &)Vj + 2 (p&i, + @l&ji)Vj = 0, 
where the first, the second and the third sums are taken with j running over 
A,\Aj, Aj \A, and Ai n A, respectively. As vl, . . . , v, are linearly independent 
we have 
Isircui, + Bbji =0, forjcA$IA,. 
Observe that pi, # 0 since ali # 0 and /3b or j_& are non-zero. Hence rhe result 
follows. 0 
We say that A is linearly admissible if every system such that 
and 
aji # 0, for every i E Ai (6) 
/3,Ij and & are non-zero for every i and j 
is soluble .
(7) 
If A is Iineariy admissible, then 
As 
Let f be a linear representation of MP(A) over a field i; of characte 
and 
(cn+r) U {ck : R EAi}, 
{G+i* Cz+j )U{ck:kEAi 
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are circuits of M,(A) we have that 
ui =f(Ci), i=l,...,n, 
Wi = f (Cn+i), i = 1, s . . 8 m, 
is a system in which (6) and (7) holds. Since A is linearly admissible there are 
non-zero elements ai and bi of no such that (3), (4) and (5) holds. I-Ience f is a 
linear representation of Ad,(A) over F and the result follows. Cl 
Observe also that if A is linearly admissible then all the linear representations 
(A) over any field are essentially the same. 
If for each r di’erent from 1 there exists r,, . . . , r, which are less than r such 
that 
and for each s between 2 and LY there is t c s such that 
A,nA,, nA,M 
then A is linearly admissible. 
Let Ul, . . . , u,, w,, . . . , w, be a system which satisfies (6) and (7). We 
are going to show by induction on r that for each i and j we can replace Vi by aivi 
and Wj by bjwj, where ai and bj are non-zero elements of F such that 
aji=l if iEAi andisr. (8) 
Observe that we can replace Vi by ail Vi for each i in Al and (8) holds for r = 1. 
Suppose that (8) holds for r - 1 and r > 1. Choose rl, s . . , r, as in the hypothesis. 
We are going to show that 
(yir = &‘ir forii/EA,n(A,U...UA,) (9) 
by induction on s. If s = 1 this follows from (1.1). Suppose that s > 1 and that (9) 
holds for s - 1. From (1.1) we have that Cu, is constant for every i in A, n A,. By 
othesis there is t <s such that 
A, f=I A, Cl A, + 
and (9) follows from induction. Nence 
&jr = l&r, for every i and j in A:. (10) 
e put a equal to ai’ for some i E Ai if A: # and equal to 1 othemise. From 
(I) and (10) we bavc that 
ce (8) follows 
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If A does not satisfy the hyp Aesis of (1.3) maybe we can find a matrix A’ 
obtained from A after a permutation of its cohtmns which satisfies it. In this case 
A wiM be linearly admissible. As a consequence oI(l.3) we have some examples 
of matrices which are linearly admissible. 
If A has a column or a row where all elements are equal to 1, then A is 
linearly admissible, 0 
.5) §iqq2ose that 
(i) ai1 = Qifandonlyifi=I, 
(ii) ali = 1 if and only if 2 s i d s, for some s 3 2, 
(iii) if 2CiSs and Ai\Ai #8, then lAfl> 1. 
In this case A is linearly admissible. 0 
If 2n c 3r and IAil 2 r for every i, then A is linearly admissible. Cl 
Let A”, (1 < s C n) be the circulant n x n matrix whose first row has its Grst s 
elements equal to 1 and the other elements equal to 0. 
If II s 2s - 2 and s Z= 3, then A”, is linearly admissible. 0 
IGet AS,1 is equal to s v (s, n) = 1 and 0 otherwise. 
of. Observe that the determinant of A”, is s times the determinant of the 
circulant matrix (b,) whose first row has only two elements different from zero 
b lS =l and bI, = -1 after the elimination of the first row and column. The 
determinant of this matrix is different from zero if and only if (It, s) = 1 and in 
this case has absolute value equal to 1. q 
Let *A be the matrix obtained from A by adding a new column with index 0 
whose all its elements are equal to 1. From (1.2), (1.4) and (1.8) we have that 
when (s, n) = 1 and p 1 s. When n = s + 1 this gives Lazarson’s main result in [5]. 
By the same reason we have that 
#$(A{)) = {p}, when 26~ <PI ~2p - 2. 
Suppose that A is linearly admissible and p is the set of all rime numbers. 
Observe that x(&(A)) if A is an ucimodul matrix. 1I.I this 
case we also have that 
e say that A is algebraically admissible if every syste 
for every j E Ai\AI, 
at 
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and 
aji i ii, for some i E Ai 
is soluble. 
IE~ [6] Lindstriim proved for each prime p that 
(X!) 
We will adapt his proof to show the next result of this section, but first we will 
give a de&-&ion: If M and M’ are matroids over the same set of elements then we 
say that -74 EM’ when each circuit of M contains a circuit of M’. 
If A k algebraically admissible, then 
xal&Mp(A)) = (4: M,(A) e M,(A)). 
Suppose that f is an algebraic representation of 
characteristic q which we can suppose is algebraically 
notation we will put xi =f(q). 
We set Ai = {jl, . . . , iS}-for our purposes it will 
M,(A) over a field k of 
closed. To simplify the 
not be ambiguous. As 
{Cn+i9 Cjl* - l * 9 cjS} is a circuit of M,(A), then there is a non-zero polynomial Qi of 
k[Xn+i, &, . . . , q,] such that: 
Qi(xn+i, xjl, - - - 9 xjs) = 0. (13) 
We define 
~~v=dQi/d%(x~+i,~j,,. . . *Xi,), forj=n+i,j,,. . . ,js. 
We are going to choose the algebraic representation f and the polynomials Qi 
such that (tl, s . . , t,) is minimum, where ti is the total degree of Qi. Since the 
total degree of aQi/aXj is smaller than the total degree of Qi we have that 
if aii = 0 then aQi/aXj is the zero-polynomial. For the same reason Qi is 
irreducibk polynomial 
F&, . . . , X,)[X”,j. 
of k[Xn+i, X1,. . . , Xn] and hence of 
If Cyii = 0 for j E {n + i} 6 (Ai\AI)--without 10~s of generality say j = PI + i- 
then there is polynomial fi with coefficients in k such that: 
Qi(&+i, qlt * l - 9 4;) = E(xZ+i, q-I9 - - - , &j, 
and we can replace f(Cn+i) by x!+~ Observe that we continue with an algebraic 
representation of M,(A) over k. We have a contradiction since the total degree of 
S is smaller than the testal degree of Qi. Hence Rij f 0 for every j E {n + i} U 
(Ai\A;)s 
Suppose Ihat cvij = 0 for every i E AI and Ai Z 0. To simplify the notation 
Suppose that AI = (j,, . . ~ , jt) for ! s S. There is a polynomial Pi with toe 
in k s at 
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and we can replace f(q) by x?, for j E {n + i} U (Ai\Ag), and we will continue 
with an algebraic representation for M,(A) over k and we get a contradiction as 
before, Hence there is j E AI such that cyii Z 0. 
Observe that x1,. . . , x,, are algebraically independent over k and that 
L = k(z,, . . . , G,+,) is a separable extension of k(q, . . . , x,) and hence 
dx 1,.--, dx,, is a base of (derk L)*. 
Suppose that C={ci,,..., q,} is a circuit of M,(A). There exists a non-zero 
polynomial Q E k[&,, . . . , &,I such that 
Q(q,, . . . , Xi,) = 0. P) 
Choose Q with minimum total degree. For i = iI, . . . , it set 
Yi= aQIaX.(+, * *- 9 Xi,), 
and as Q has minimum total degree some yi is different from zero. We get then a 
non-trivial relation of dependence between the dxi: 
Yiyi, hi, + ’ . . + ‘yi, hi, = 0. W 
From (13) we get that: 
dx n+t = z & dxj, 
jeAi 
(16) 
where & = (Y ,:iaip By what we have done /Y$ 7c 0 if j E Ai \A; and when Ai # 0 
there is a j E AI such that pij # 0. 
IfAifIAj#O, then ’ 
{%+i, G+j )lJ{ck:k~AiAAj) 
is a circuit of M’(A) and by (15) there are elements of L y#, yi and y$ not all 
zero such that: 
Yhdx,+i + YijdXn+j +x (YtdXk: k EAi AAj)=O. (17) 
As dxIi a . . , dx, are ISX-arly independent and (17) is a non-trivial relation then y& 
or Yij is non-zero. 
As A is algebraically admissible we have that g(ci) = dxi is a linear repre- 
sentation of M,(A) over L since the system 
Vi = dxi, i = 1, . . . , n, 
Y=dxlp+i) i=l,...,m, 
satisfies (11) aud (12). From (14) and (15) we have that 
an e resullt follows. 0 
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As a consequence of (1.9) we have: 
<I.i@) If A is u!gebraically admissible and 0 E xalg(M’(A>), then 
F rCJ (0). 
By (1.9) we have that M,-,(A) d Mp(A) and hence &(A) = M,(A). Since 
M,(A) is linearly representable over Q, then x~,,#$(A)) = P U (0) by a result of 
Lindstriim in [5]. 0 
If for every r different fro*m 1 there are integers rl, - . . , r, less than r such 
that 
A:GA,U= 4JA,e, 
andforeacht (1ctsc.j 
A:f~4,flA,,Ztt 
then A is algebraically admksible. 
Letv I, - l * P &I, Y, . . . . We be a system which satisfies (11) and (12). We 
are going to show that under these hypothesis this system satisfies (6) and (7). 
The result will fellow from (1.3). 
We are going to show by induction on r that 
aji # 0, for every j E A i and i d r. (W 
This is true for r = 1 by (la). Suppose that (18) holds for r - 1 and r > 1. Choose 
rl, . . . , r, as in the hypothesis. There are t and j such that j E 14, n A, aud &jr # 8 
by (12). By (1.1) 
Cuir = -_B;fl@,;‘(yirf, for every i E A, n A,, 
and o-jr f 0, for i E A,, n A,, by induction since &jr # 0 implies &f 0. As 
A,nA,nA,ZfS, 
by the same reason we have that Lu, # 0, for i E A,, n A,. The result follows as 
before since A,, rl A,, n A, f 8 for every s. i3 
Now we are going to give some examples of aligebrically a.dmissible matrices. 
If A has a row or a column where ail elemeR& are equal to 1, then A is 
lgeb~ai~a~~y adm~sible. 0 
(I. 12) we have 
when p I n. TEs gives a result of LindstrSm [7] when n =p + 1% Observe that we 
can replace A: by any matrix A such that .+4 has a minor whose absolute value is 
Pa 
(1~3) Ifs 3 3 and n G 2s - 2, then A”, is algebraically admissibleS El 
We also have that 
XaQ(MJ&)) = (P)l 
when2<p<ns2p- 2. In [7] Lindstriim proved this when n = p + 1. 
(1.14) If 2n < 3r and IAil 3 r for every i, then A is algebraically admissible. Cl 
Suppose that M is a Wamiltonian matroid and C is a Hamilton circuit of M. If 
C U e contains exactly three circuits for each element e of M out of C, then 
x(M) = (P: M = M*(*AH and x&M) E Cp: M 2 M,(,A)), 
where A is the n x m matrix of 0 and 1 which we are going to describe. 
Suppose that e,, . . . , e,,, en+l are the elements of C and that enf2, . . . , en+,,,+l 
are the elements of M which do not belong to C. We set aii equal to I if and only 
if ei belongs to the fundamental circuit of e,,+j+l in the base Z\e,+,. 
Observe that the sa.me proofs given for (1.2) and (1.9) work in these 
cases--replace in these proofs Ci by ei. 
Observe that conditions (1) and (2) say that the vectors vl, . . . , v,, 
Wl, . . . . w,,, satisfy a dependence relation for some circuits of M,(A)-if 
we identify these vectors with the columns of the matrix [I, A]. Observe also 
that (1.9) can be done for matrices A of integers if we make some adaptations 
on the definition of algebraically admissible. We are going to do some examples 
in Section 3. 
Let J,(A) be the ideal generated by all minors divisible by p of the matrix A. 
Observe that 
aqP(A) s M,(A) e I,(A) a I,(A). 
At least for us, it seems that the difficult part in apply (1.2) and (1.9) is to 
determine the order G for the matroids 
we need only to determine the order c 
is algebraically admissible then X&M, 
ow if it is possible to prove 
racteristic set of some matr 
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that we work in this section have x~&~~(A)) = (p} for some prime p and are 
obtained with -4 = *AS,, for 2 s s C n. 
Suppose that B is a non-singular submatrix obtained from ,A”, after the deletion 
of a set L of rows and C of columns. As we are interested only in the value of 
j&t El, then we can suppose that C and L satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) If i belongs to C\(O), then i or i + 1 and i -s or i -s + 1 belongs to L, 
and 
(ii) If i belongs to L, then i or i -landi+sori+s-lbelongstoc, 
where the indices are taken modulo n. If this does not happen we will have rows 
(or columns) in B whose difference is a raw (or column) with only one i and we 
can increase C and L. 
We will define a bipartite graph G such that V(G) = X U Y, where X and Y are 
copies of (1, . . . , n) which represents the rows and columns of A”, respectively. 
JoiniEXwithi,i-lEYbyanedgeofcolourblueandwithi+s,i+s-l1Y 
by an edge of colour red-we remind that the indices are taken module n. These 
will be the only edges of G. Observe that GIL !J C\ (O}] (regarding L s X and 
C\(O) E Y) is a graph which has each vertex incident with at least one blue edge 
and another of colour red. Hence G[L U C\ {0}] contains a circuit ,C, which 
alternates blue and red edges. 
Suppose that G is given by the following sequence of vertices: 
210211212 * * * bz--2b?l-1~0 (vo E Y) 
and that vovl is a blue edge. There exists ai E (0, 1) and bi E (s, s - 1) such that: 
Vz+1 = Vz + ai, up&+2 = VZ+I + bi, 
and then we get that: 
ao+bo+al+bl_+*.*+a,_l+b,_l~O (modn). 
If we set ai = ai +- bi - s we have: 
~o+q+~~~+~,_,=iln-sm, 
with Ni E (-1, 0, 1). 
(9 
If L U C \ (0) = V(C,), then B = Af,:i (in a few caves only after a cyclic 
pa-mutation of the columns of the matrix B). 
Observe that 0 E C because jLI + 1 = ICI. Any vertex i E X is joined to 
vertices i,i+l,...,i+s- 1 E Y by edges of G (vertex numbers are taken 
moduio n). If i E X\ V(G), we will call I = {i, i + 1, . . . , i + s - 1) a regular 
interval. 
ar interval, then 11 t7 V(G)1 = A. 
t...,v~k+2-B),w , 1, . . . , m - 1. Note that 
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I%r if i+s-le.& and Q$Z, then wZk=i-1 and 2rx+2=i+s, s&e 
%k+2 - bk GsSl. Henceak=1andV2k+l= i, a contradiction since 4 is a regular 
interval. 
Then note that 
(2) v2kEz implies i+s-le& 
For if v~EZ and i+s-lgJk, then v2k=i and v&+2=i+s-l, since 
rJ~+2-V~3s nCe ak = 0 and &+I = i, again a contradiction since Z is 
regular. 
We have by (1) and (2) 
(3) i-I-s--lEJk ifandonlyif VZkEZ. 
Note that each element of Y belongs to precisely A of the sets Jo, J,, . . . , J,-l. 
Step 1 follows by (3). 
Step 2. After removing the vertices of G (and incident edges) and renumbering 
the remaining vertices the incidence matrix of the new graph is A:::. 
Assume that at least one of the vertices 1 E X and II E Y does not belong to C& 
Note that Q E (1,2, . . . , i =- I) E I’ holds if and only if v2j+l E {1,2, . . . , i - 
1) E X, when Z is regular. Hence 
(4) I{% 2,. . . , i - 1) f3Xn V(G)1 = 1{1,2,. . . , i - 1) r1 Y n V(C& 
Renumber the vertices of (X U Y)‘\ V(G) in the order they appear in 1,2, . . . , n. 
by (3) and (4) it fellows that vertex Y E X is joined to vertices Y, Y + 1, . . . , Y + 
s - 1 - iz E Y (new numbers). The incidence matrix of the new graph is then 
A”-” ?I-?n* 
If 1 E X and n E Y both belong to C& renumber the vertices of Y: replace i by 
i + 1. This implies a cyclic permutation of columns of the matrix B. 
This completes the proof of Step 2 and (2.1). 0 
As a consequence of (2.1) we have the next two lemmas. 
(2.2) Zf d is a qmirTGr af .A”,, then there exists ubmatrix B of Ai such that B = A”,Z: 
for some r 3 0 and ldet Z3l = ]dl. Zf there is a sur5anak.x B of ,A”, which has 
determinant whose absolute value is s then Z3 = A”,. 0 
Zf d is a minor of *AS,, then ldl s s. Cl 
Zf Irl s k, then A$..lj+r is a submatiix of AS,,,. 
Take 11=1 and ni.=k. 
As 31= 1 this solution 
.I). 0 
t An-sraz=ran 
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From (1.8) we know that ldet A”,1 = s when (s, M) = 1. Since we want to use 
(2.4) when s - 1 is a prime p we need to know when p divides k(s - 1) + r. This 
happens when p divides r, or r is equal to 0. In this case the next two lemmas say 
when we can find a submatrix of A”,,, whose absolute value of its determinant is 
equal to p. 
3) Suppose that s =p + 1, r = hp and irl sk. A&+r_l is a submatrix of AL+r if 
r > 0, and A#lP+r+l is a submatrix of AL +r if r < 0. 
TakeA=landm=k+a, wherea=lifr>Oanda=-1ifrCO. If(*) 
has a solution the result follows as (2.4). Observe that 
An-sm=ks+hp-s(k+a)=(h-alp-a. 
Casel. r>O 
In this case IAn - sml = )(h - Ijp - 11 s m, and (*) has a solution. 
Case2. rC0. 
In this case llln - sml = I(h + ljp + 11 s m, and (*) has a solution. Cl 
Zf k up, then A$_, is a submatrix of Apk&~lj. 
f. Take A = 1 and m = k + Ii Observe that (*) has a solutions and the result 
foIIows. Cl 
Let P be the set of a?1 prime numbers. We say that a matrix A satisfies the 
hypothesis R if there exists a finite subset P’ of P such that 
(a) if p E P’ and M,(A) G M,(A), then p = q, 
(b) if p $ P’, then l%&(A) = &(A). 
Cmserve that if A satisfies the hypothesis R, then its transpose also satisfies it. 
Let 6”, be the set of primes p such that p d m. 
t Suppose that A satisfies the hypothe,sis W for some set P’ of primes. 
(a) Zf A is linearly admissible, then 
and 
if p c P’, 
(A)) = (0; U (DW’), $p $ P’ orp = 0. 
ical’j: ad,m&sjbie, +bnu WEF,‘ 
if p E F, 
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(a) follows from (1.2) and (b) follows from (1.9) and (1.10). El 
are going to use (1.8) together with the results that we have proved in this 
section to show that fi, satisfies the hypothesis R for some s and n. 
A”, and *A”, sat&+& the hypothesib R when 
(a) n 3 (s - 1)2, 
(b) n=ks+r,forOCIrlSk. 
Moreover P’ = P,, where m is equal to s - 1 ifs is prime and s 1 n and equal to s 
otherwise. 
of. Suppose that d is a minor of *AS,. By (2.3) IdI =S s and by (2.2) IdI = s oaly 
when d is the determinant of A”,. We need only to show that for every prime p c s 
there is a minor d of A”, such that jdl= p. 
(b) By (2.4) we have that A&!_-rl+r is a submatrix of A”, for O<t=zs-2. If 
s - t = p is a prime number, then by (1.8) ldet A&Lrj+,( =p, unless p 1 r, and in 
this case the result follows from (2.5) and (1.8). 
(a) Write n = ks + r with Ir] cs and r as small as possible. Observe that 
kas-2sincena(s- 1)2. Also we have k 3 Irl aud the result follows from (b), 
unless T = 0. In this case the result follows from (2.4) and (1.8) together with (2.6) 
since 
kamax{p:p is Prime andp<s). Cl 
Observe that (*) has a solution if and only if IAn - msl cm or m E [&zi(s + 
l), An&s - l)] = IA. 
If n = s + 2, then A”, and ,A”, satis& the hypothesis R for P’ = P, U s, ifs is 
a prime different from 2 or P’ = P, otherwise, where m = [$(2s + l)j . 
of. Observe that I, n H#fl if and only if A 3 i(s - 1) and in the case 
A + 1 E IA. Observe that the solution of (*) gives a circuit of G when A. = [s(s - 1)1 
and m = 11+ 1. Hence by (2.1) -se have that A:,:__, is a cubmatrix of Afz.. The 
result follows frtim (2.3) and (2.4). •I 
In [lo] Piff determined x(M&A~+,)) for every s zz 2 and p E P U (0). From 
(1.4), (1.7), (1.12), (1.13) and the last three results of this section we have 
determined x(k$(,(A”,)), xa~&~,(*ASn)), x+@&AS,)*), x(rclr,(AS,)) and 
x~&$(A~)) for some s and n. 
I&t be a matroid which is algebraical 
aracteristic q. ={fl,.- 
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elements of M which do not belong to 8. Let Cj be the fundamental circuit of ei in 
B. We set C: = l_j (Cj: j < il. As in (1.9) we can choose an algebraic repre 
sentation g for M over k such that 
(1) If yi = g(s) and X~ = g(ei), then 
E = k(q, . . . , x,n, yl, . . . , yn) 
is a separable xtension of k&, . . . , y,,). 
(2) There are elements aji of L such that 
with aji#OifJeC: and ~ji#Oforsomefi~C~. 
(3) If c= {Ql, . . . , us) is a circuit of M then there are elements yi of L such that 
YI dg@d + YT. 4M + . - 0 + ys dg(cr,) = 0, 
with some yi non-d-;rero. 
We are going to apply these results to some classes of matroids. All these 
matroids will be of the form M,(A) for some matrix A of integers. We are going 
tosetJ=cifori=f ,..., nandei=cm+ifori=P ,..., m. 
pk 1. Gordon-s matroik 
We are going to use during this example the same notation as Gordon in [2]. 
We will apply the results of the beginning of the section to M = Gp,=, where p is a 
prime and e is an ordered partition of p - 1. For each i and j we can find 
non-zero elements ai and Ej of L such that Vi = ai dyi, Wj = bj dxj and 
Wj = Is f?$++jVi* 
i=l 
where A4”,(s =(Q). The verification of this is straightkward. For example, this 
follows for the columns of M’,* with only 0 and 1 because they satisfy the 
hypothesis of (1.11). As a consequence of this we have 
In [8] Eindstriim proved that if lk4 is linear representable over Q, then M is 
algebraically representable over anjj field. From this we get 
If N is an excluded minor for linear representation over Q and p does not 
belong to x~&‘V), then N is an excluded minor for ulgebruic representation ouer 
-unj fieid of characteristic p. II 
3.2 of Gordon [2] we have 
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In particular, 
the set of excluded minors for algebraic representation over any field is 
infinite. Cl 
Lindstriim in [9] gives another infinite family of excluded minors for algebraic 
representation over any field. 
ExampIe 2. Brylawski’s matroids 
During this example we are going to use the sane notation as Brylawski in [I, 
Section 31. 
If we apply the results of the beginning of the section to M = R(n), then for 
each i and j we can find non-zero elements ai and bi of L such that Vi = ai dyi, 
q=bjdxjand 
3 
Wj = zz mi3+jVi, where a(n) = (mu). 
i=l 
To see this use (2) and (3 j for the same circuits that Brylawski used in [l, 
Theorem 3.11 to prove that M(n) is sequentially unique. 
As in [l, Theorem 3.21 we have 
Xalp(Mp(P + 1)) = {PI* 
Since the only thing that Brylawski used in this section was the minors of a(n) 
we can adapt Theorems 3.4 and 3.7 of [l] for algebraic characteristic sets. In 
particular his theorem 3.6 becomes in this context: 
(3.5) Suppose that pl, . . . , pc are odd primes and that there are integers m and E 
such t&t is1 I1 and 
n )- -n- [n/2mJ +E 
is a positive odd multiple of N = plp2 l = - pr. if for each i, j and k we have: 
bi - bj # 0 and 1 (modpk), when i fj 
or 
bi - bj (mod pk) = bi - bj (mod N), 
then 
{PI* a. . 9 PJ c nc&@Jn)) s W p 1 n’), 
with l@,,(n) = Mp,(n) if e = 0 and A$,&) = ML,(n) if E #O. Cl 
If {p, q) is a prime-field characteristic set as in [l, Exa 
there are n s~h that 
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and x&fi’(n)) is finite. If ]rs -pq] s 1, then we have: 
{P, 41 = xal,(&(nl), 
and this happens in (1) and (6). 
in [li Example 3,9] we have therefore that (71,193,797) and 
,lO’n3,1031} are algebraic haracteristic sets for some matroids 
lawski’s matroids 
g can be done for the matroids M(G,) in [! Section 4]. We get 
as in [l, Theorem 4.31 that 
(GII)) = 03,891, x~@..,(Gu)) = {47,178481] 3 
(there is a misprint in [1] and we need to put 18+ in Gu) 
3(G29)) = {233,1103,2089}. 
The same thing can be done for the matrices in Examples 4.4 and 4.6 of [l]. 
For example: 
xalg(M’(Gz)) = 1641, 
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